Corrigenda to Daylight Science and Daylighting Technology

Several typing error were uncovered. They are listed consecutively after pages:

p. XVII The current Prof. Page’s e-mail address is: member@univshef.freeserve.co.uk.

p.36 in line 16 from bottom should be his instead of her.

p.55 in eq. (3.14) there is an error in the approximate relation for the daily declination changes in degrees and radians respectively which have to be corrected to correspond with the interrelation of these units, i.e. $23.45^\circ \pi/180^\circ = 0.4093$.

Thus in degrees is:

$$\delta = 23.45^\circ \sin \frac{360}{365} (J - 81) \quad (^\circ) \quad (3.14a)$$

while in radians it is

$$\delta = 0.4093 \sin \frac{2\pi}{365} (J - 81) \quad (\text{rad}) \quad (3.14b)$$

p.55 in both eq. (3.15a) and (3.15b) the two members in arccos brackets have to be added, i.e. instead of minus there should be a plus sign.

p.58 in eq. (3.20) please delete minus in the denominator,

p.60 line 10 should be $\cos i = \sin Z \cos A_x$ (as evident applying the assumption quoted),

p.65 in eq. (3.35) the first denominator should be 373 instead of 273.

p. 297 Table 11.1 delete superscript $^a$ at Stevens ($^a$ Stevens), add superscript $^a$ at Hopkinson ($^a$ Hopkinson)

p.306 – 308 in the references of Chapter 11 the following are missing:


Wright, W.D.: The Response of the eye to light in relation to the measurement of subjective brightness and contrast. Transactions of the Illuminating Engineering Society, **IV**, January (1939)

Additional list of references to Chapter 11 and a note explaining in more detail facts on p. 296 can be found on the www side
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